ALEXANDER MOSKOVITS
LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING SERVICE
PHONE MESSAGES: (305) 600.5953
E-MAIL CONTACT: alex@defensewriting.com
EDUCATION: University of Pennsylvania (Class of 1987)
LANGUAGES: English, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and Hebrew
SAMPLE LIST OF LAWYER CLIENTS (1996-PRESENT):
Law Offices of Roy Black, Srebnick & Kornspan (Miami) (research memoranda and
motions written for both state and federal cases).
"When you need that on-point case, when the judge is expecting a memorandum of law
‘post haste,’ you can count on Alex for thorough research and persuasive writing so
you can focus on other aspects of trial prep that also demand your immediate attention."
Howard M. Srebnick
Law Office of Scott A. Srebnick (Miami) (research work on various state and federal
cases, including but not limited to extensive trial record summaries and issue research).
“Alex has worked for me on a number of independent projects, including motions, legal
memoranda, and appellate briefs filed in federal and state courts. I have found his legal
research and writing skills to be superior, indeed unparalleled, even among lawyers
who have been practicing for years. His knowledge of criminal law and procedure
enables him to identify meritorious legal issues and arguments that most lawyers would
miss. He is also particularly adept at analyzing the discovery in a criminal case, quickly
spotting the documents that are most relevant, whether helpful or harmful, to the client's
case. I never hesitate to enlist Alex's assistance in any complex case.” Scott A. Srebnick
Law Office of Albert J. Krieger (Miami) (intensive pretrial preparation work reviewing
100+ boxes of discovery provided in USA v. Grigsby, a/k/a “The Port of Miami case”).
Law Office of Sherman M. Ellison (Los Angeles) (research and writing work on various
motions in state and federal cases including civil forfeiture litigation).
“Alex's resume reads like a Who's Who of America's finest criminal defense lawyers.
Although not a lawyer himself, Alex has essentially apprenticed for years under the
most respected practices in the nation ... The Law Offices of Roy Black, Albert Krieger,
et al. ... and it shows on the quality of his work product. Before there were law schools,
this is how great lawyers were made. Alex's meticulous attention to detail combined with
his exceptional analytical and writing talents have served me well in case after case.
Importantly, he truly cares about the fate of each client.” Sherman M. Ellison

Law Office of George Santangelo (NYC) (drafted briefs in Russo v. Hasty, 173 F.3d 846
(2d Cir.1999) (reversing denial of habeas corpus relief; finding insufficient evidence that
petitioner had become the “boss” of the Colombo La Cosa Nostra (LCN) crime family)).
Law Office of Jorge E. Alonso (Miami) (researched and drafted briefs in USA v. Tellez,
appeal case decided sub nom. USA v. Guerra, 293 F.3d 1279 (11th Cir. 2002) (remanded
for resentencing)).
Law Office of Richard Strafer (limited clerical work proofreading appellate briefs filed in
two high-profile cases – United States v. Fabio Ochoa and United States v. Magluta).
Law Office of Ronald Manto (Miami) (research and writing work on federal cases and
authorship of several in-depth articles for office blog on various criminal defense topics).
Law Office of Walter Reynoso (Miami) (research and writing work on state case).
Law Office of Tracy Green (Los Angeles) (research memoranda for state and federal
cases, including extensive research and writing for successful appeal of state conviction).
Law Office of Alan E. Weinstein (research memoranda on a post-conviction case during
direct appeal to the Third District Court of Appeals, preparation of legal memoranda in
support of a 3.850 motion).
Law Office of Robert Fogelnest (New York) (research memoranda on federal cases).
Law Office of Hy Shapiro (Miami) (pre-indictment research and writing memoranda in
criminal trademark infringement case involving alleged counterfeiting of watch parts).
Law Office of Chris Parrella (research memoranda in administrative health law matters).
.

